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Overview of 2012-13 Annual Plan Grants (Rounds 1 & 2)

This report is an update to the 2012-13 APG Impact report (released mid-2014) to include the 
activities and outcomes of Wikimedia France, Wikimedia Norge, and Wikimédia Magyarország.

Relevant information and analysis from the previous report have been retained where needed, 
to understand the impact of all 2012-13 activities. However, this report will highlight the activities 
of WMFR, WMNO and WMHU through three case studies.  
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0. Overview

This report relies on the reporting accuracy and 
consistency of our movement partners. Wikimedia 
organizations funded through the FDC self-evaluated 
and reported about their inputs (money, time, people, 
etc) and their outputs/outcomes (quantity of activities 
they have conducted, material produced, individuals 
reached).

The data gathered through the reports is good, but it 
is incomplete: we do not have a comprehensive set 
of information. We know there are more things - 
articles, photos, events - which happened than are 
captured here. 

Data Limitations
● Inconsistent metrics reported 

(e.g., # of articles, # of events, # of 
participants)

● Inconsistent definitions (e.g., 
“Membership,” “Administrative 
expenses”)

● Incomplete data sets reported (e.
g., only the number attendees for a 
sample of events per organization)

A note on the data presented in this document



Round 1 2012-13 Round 2 2012-13 Round 1 2013-14 Round 2 2013-14

Proposal ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Q1 Report ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Q2 Report ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Q3 Report ✔ ✔ ✔ May-2015

Impact Report ✔ ✔ Mar-2015 Oct-2015

See: APG Proposal and Reporting Timeline

This report is an overview of overall 2012-13 impact, with a focus on the additional impact 
of the two Round 2 organizations (WMFR, WMNO) and WMHU. 

0. Overview

We have a have a full set of data for both 2012-13 funding rounds; 
this report focuses on the impact of the Round 2 organizations
 ✔ = completed

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:APG/Calendar


92% of funding was distributed to Europe

$2M$50K

1. FDC Allocations 2012-13

In 2012-13 Rounds 1 and 2, the FDC allocated $4.7M to 11 
organizations (excluding WMF)

Average Grant amount (excl. WMDE):  $292K 
% of funds requested received:     93%
Range of funds received*:          58 - 100%

Note: WMHU was given a 6 month extension to their 2012-13 
grant. This report will include all activities executed across 2013 
and 2014, corresponding to WMHU’s APG-funded activities

Funding by Organization



3. FY 2013 Financials

Operational costs include:
● fundraising fees
● board expenses
● office rent and equipment
● IT infrastructure used for programs
● travel reimbursement for volunteers and staff

Program spending does not account for the cost of staff 
to plan and execute programs.

Many organizations reported that they needed to spend less 
on programs because they received in-kind contributions.

Across all R1 and R2 organizations, $7.7M (77% of total spending) 
was spent on staff and operational costs



Organizations spent ~30% less on 
programs than budgeted.

Many organizations that received less 
funding than planned cut back on 
programs 
(See appendix for more detail)

On average, organizations were 18% 
over budget on operational 
spending.

● Successful fundraising led to 
increased processing costs

● Governance work led to 
increased meeting expenses

3. FY 2013 Financials

Budgeting is becoming more accurate overall, but estimates for 
operational and program expenses are less accurate

100% 
of Budget

Added: Round 2 
organization and 

WMHU

(*) Ops = Operational



AGP as % of total 
revenue (non WMDE): 64% 

(range 48 - 96%)

WMDE APG as 
% of total revenue: 35%

Differences in fundraising success were attributed to 
cultural attitudes toward charitable giving and local 
laws governing fundraising.   

3. FY 2013 Financials

While APG funds remain the primary source of income, for the majority 
of European chapters external funds are ~20-60% of total revenue

Lessons learned:

Many chapters found it easier to get in-kind support 
for activities than to raise funds.

Added: Round 
2 organization 

and WMHU
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Sample impact metrics:
● # of new articles
● # of quality images

Organizations are funded to make progress towards Wikimedia 
Movement strategic priorities in their local areas 

Sample programs:
● Edit-a-thons
● Meet-ups

Sample programs:
● Education program
● GLAM partnerships
● Wiki Loves 

Monuments

Sample programs:
● Offline Wikipedia
● Social media 

campaign

Increase 
Participation Improve Quality Increase Reach Encourage 

Innovation

Examples:
● New programs (e.g., 

WikiMini)
● Process changes on 

old programs 

Sample impact metrics:
● Increase in 

pageviews
● # of new readers

Sample impact metrics:
● # of new users
● Change in outcomes 

after new process

Sample impact metrics:
● # of new editors
● # of active editors

We looked through the impact reports to see how funded organizations were making 
progress towards these strategic areas

4. FY 2013 Program Impact

Note: For 2012-13, we did not have sufficient data to look at “use” (e.g. images in use)



4. FY 2013 Program Impact

Overall, ~620 events across 13 language communities resulted in 
over 240K images, 12K articles, and 12K people touched

Note: Other media includes audio and video 
recordings

Note: Wikimedia organizations 
receiving Annual Plan Grants 
have improved measuring and 
reporting practices over 2012-13. 

However, these numbers 
represent only those reported; 
they do not represent the 
complete picture.

For example, “Individuals 
touched” is not a full reflection of 
organization activity. 

● There is difficulty 
evaluating the reach of 
projects and activities 
conducted online 

● Some events are 
recurring, over long time 
periods (e.g. trainings)



Global and Regional Initiatives from APG: 

● WMAR produced language materials and 
organized writing contests for users across 
Latin America and Spain.

● WMSE produced a video as part of their 
education program that was translated into 8 
languages and is in use on 7 pages

● Several European chapters contributed to the 
GWToolset which supports mass uploads to 
Wikimedia Commons.

● WMFR supports Afripédia, reaching 191 new 
users across 14 countries in French-speaking 
Africa.

Mujeres Iberoamericanas contest participants (WMAR)
Afripédia events (WMFR)
Swedish education video translated in local languages (WMSE)

4. FY 2013 Program Impact

Annual Plan Grants have impact beyond the primary languages 
and geographies of funded organizations

More information on next slide

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikiconcurso/edici%C3%B3n_23
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hur_tittar_du_p%C3%A5_Wikipedia.webm
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:GWToolset
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Projet:Afrip%C3%A9dia


4. FY 2013 Program Impact

WMFR has focused on both broadening and deepening 
community engagement within and across territorial boundaries

Territorial Development
Deepening engagement

Afripedia
Broadening engagement 

Geographic focus ● Territories (cities, regions) within France ● French-speaking Sub-Saharan Africa

Program goals

● Develop initiatives and increase the 
visibility of local projects across France

● Facilitate the creation of a network of 
potential partnerships, including recognition 
by local authorities 

● Promote continuous interaction between 
regional and national groups, and experience 
sharing between regions

● Enable offline access to Wikimedia 
projects in regions where Internet 
connections are rare / poor

● Provide contribution workshops for 
African groups, thus encouraging the 
establishment of wiki communities in 
French-speaking Africa 

Outcomes in 2012-
13

● 7 regional groups created concrete action 
plans for future activities (+ 6 groups currently 
in discussion, 4 groups planned)

○ Identified 9 major areas of interest (e.
g. local lobbying, partnership dev.) 

● 2 agreements signed with local authorities

● Offline installations in 27 universities, 
schools & public access points, across 14 
different countries 

● 42 training workshops by WMFR; 87 
additional autonomous workshops

● 191 accounts created



GLAM

GLAM initiatives bring documents online, but successful partnerships can require significant 
investment of staff or volunteer time.

● 81 GLAM partnerships
● 25,385* documents/photos/files uploaded to Commons

* Based on reports from 60 GLAM partnerships.

‘Wiki Loves’ photo 
contests

‘Wiki Loves’ photo contests are popular with volunteers, engage many new users and generate 
considerable content. However, only a small percentage of photos are recognized as ‘Quality 
Images’ and many organizations report it is difficult to retain these new contributors.

● 111,377 photos added to Commons through WLM and other photo contests.
● 2,488 participants reported* in 17 contests
● Includes events like Wiki Loves Antarctica, Wiki Loves Food, Wiki Loves Public Art

* Based on reports from 7 chapters.

Technology Pools

Technology Pools make high-quality equipment available to the community to document national 
events. 

● 583 users supported by 5 chapters
● 73,098 photos, videos and sound recordings
● Several chapters arranged for press credentials for volunteers to document events

Funded organizations demonstrated the most success in leading 
or supporting content related partnerships and initiatives 

4. FY 2013 Program Impact

More information on WMNO on next slide

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:GLAM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki_Loves_Monuments
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki_Loves_Monuments
https://blog.wikimedia.org/2013/07/22/wikimedia-commons-picture-of-the-day-stockholm-quay/
https://blog.wikimedia.org/2013/07/22/wikimedia-commons-picture-of-the-day-stockholm-quay/


Established partnership with 
national GLAM authorities

Expanded activity with other 
GLAM institutions Outcomes

● In early 2012, WMNO began 
establishing partnerships 
with national GLAM 
authorities: Arts Council 
Norway and Directorate for 
Cultural Heritage 

● Partnership with Arts Council 
Norway was used as a model 
for other institutions, and was 
also used to issue an 
endorsement for other GLAM 
involvement

○ Main GLAM seminar 
given to 150+ GLAM 
specialists

● 7 Wikipedians-in-Residence 
supporting GLAM partners

● Regular GLAM-focused 
advanced training courses

● Scholarship program with 
Directorate of Cultural Heritage 
to create articles matching 
photos taken during WLM 2013

● Editing and photo competitions 
on GLAM-related themes

● Embedded content (WP, 
Commons) into national travel 
app and the Digital museum

● 8 WikiAcademies or large 
workshops 

● Activity with 18 
GLAM institutions 
(two partnerships 
previously)

● 350+ people trained

● 960 new articles 
(~40% Bokmaal, 
and ~60% Nynorsk)

● 25,000 images 
uploaded

4. FY 2013 Program Impact

WMNO has used their partnership with the Arts Council Norway to 
unlock and deepen participation with other GLAM institutions

1 2



Overall, organizations grew staff extensively in 2012-13

5. FY 2013 Org Effectiveness

Average staff growth (non-WMDE): 137% 
        (range 24%-263%)
WMDE staff growth:  14%

58.9

81.5

+ 22.6 FTEs



Wikimedia Magyarország shifted strategy to leverage their strengths: 
supporting a few of programs backed by strong volunteer interest  

5. FY 2013 Org Effectiveness

Situation
● In 2012, Wikimédia Magyarország (Hungary) finished the year with ~50 projects they were struggling 

to complete, which led to “an overwhelming feeling of failing and decay.” (Impact Report) 
● An internal review revealed that the Chapter’s activities were growing in both number and 

complexity. 

Solution
● The board decided to focus in 2013 on only two WMHU-led projects - WLM and WikiCamp: “This 

decision actually revitalized ("freed up") our membership [and] led to new ideas and projects… 
like the creation of Wikiproject Miskolc and the revitalization of Wikiproject Plants”.

● Hired their first FTE, supporting both Chapter & volunteer led activities

Outcome 
“The chapter's transformation into an almost support-only function… proved to be an absolute 
success. Even those two projects [WLM and WikiCamp]... were successfully taken over by volunteers.
Formally there were no WMHU-led projects in 2014 (though most project-owners were also chapter 
members) however the total number of our activities grew about 1/3 compared to 2012.”

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:APG/Proposals/2012-2013_round1/Wikim%C3%A9dia_Magyarorsz%C3%A1g/Impact_report_form


Backup (slides from R1)



Less than 1% of Total APG funds were 
unspent

WMHU did not spend ~30% of their FDC 
funds

Overall, total spending exceeded total 
FDC allocations, but only three 
organizations (WMNL, WMFR, and 
WMDE) overspent total revenue* 

Many organizations supplemented revenue 
with reserve funds (e.g. WMIL, WMDE, 
WMCH, WMUK, WMHU).

3. FY 2013 Financials

Highest rates of spending were in the last quarter of the funding 
period; 3 of 11 organizations spent less than they received overall

(*) Total revenue is the combination of FDC 
allocation and revenue from other sources (e.g. 
membership fees, external grants)



Wikimedia Österreich (WMAT) received 
91% of APG funds requested, which they 
cited as the primary reason for reduced 
spending in programs: “Programs 
reduced as we received less FDC funds 
and donations than planned.” 14% over 
budget on staff, 4% over on operational, 
17% under on program spending. They 
spent 97% of their total income. 

Wikimedia Sverige (WMSE) received the full amount of APG funding 
requested, but did not meet external fundraising goals, which reduced 
their planned income by 20%. In turn, they “...did not hire at the same 
pace as planned,” reducing their staff budget by 21%. Program 
spending was reduced by 28%, in part due to reduced income but also 
due to changes in their plan because of feedback from their communities. 
Operational spending was reduced by 19%. They spent 99% of their total 
income.

Wikimedia CH (WMCH) received 65% of APG funding requested and 
planned to use reserves to continue with the plans and budget described 
in their proposal.  Although they spent 95% of their income, this only 
accounted for 78% of the budget they had allocated. 

Staff spending was 99% of budget, operational costs (excluding 
fundraising expenses and web hosting) were 64% over budget and 
program spending was reduced by more than 50% for a variety of 
reasons (projects delayed, canceled or less successful or less expensive 
than planned).

Wikimedia Nederland (WMNL) received 
74% of APG funds requested. APG funds 
made up 84% of their total income. They 
reallocated budget to manage their 
program plan: program spending was 21% 
over budget, and operational spending was 
39% over budget. WMNL spent 103% of 
their income, supplemented by reserves. 

3. FY 2013 Financials

Case Study: What happened when organizations received less funding 
from APG than planned?



WMHU Case Study
Funding situation: Wikimedia Magyarország was founded 
in 2008 with a goal of promoting the creation, operation, and 
distribution of collections of knowledge that are freely editable 
and usable. They had a small budget until 2012, when they 
received $47K in funding from a transitional annual grant. In 
Round 1 of the APG process in 2012-13, WMHU applied for 
$64K in funding (a 43% growth rate) and received the full 
amount requested.

Complications:  WMHU was not able to execute their 
proposed plan because they faced:

● struggles in leadership: turnover of the board happened 
one-quarter into the project

● struggles in planning: the large funding request 
resulted in significant underspending and a more 
ambitious plan than could be accomplished

● cultural context around volunteerism: volunteering is 
not common in Hungary, and WMHU struggled to get 
volunteers to maintain the programs needed

WMHU Snapshot

Growth rate 
in APG

43% Spending 
after 12 
months

47%

Challenges Not enough local volunteers to 
support ambitious program plan
Leadership transitions
Planning

Solution Focused on project-based 
activities anchored in community.

Resolution: WMHU extended its grant period another 6 
months for a total funding period of 18 months, and 
focused on what they are good at: executing specific 
programs with the support of a limited number of 
volunteers. They have been able to grow program 
activities without growing staff, reducing their funding 
request by 50%. As a result, they will seek project-based 
funding through the Project and Event Grants program.


